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Data Center
Ready Solutions
Belden Data Center Ready
Solutions help data center
designers, consultants, system
integrators, facility planners
and managers design the
optimal infrastructure support
environment for maximizing
the performance of specified
active equipment.

Consultative Approach for
Defining and Designing the
Optimal Support Environment
for Selected Active Equipment

Today’s Data Centers require adequate planning
to address the needs for equipment hosting, power
and thermal management. Once data center active
equipment has been chosen, the next step is to
make sure the data center design can maximize
the availability and performance of the equipment.
These two parameters are directly linked to the
Service Level Agreements (SLAs) that the data
center management has with the functional
units within the business. The infrastructure
environment in which the equipment operates
can have a huge effect on the availability and
performance that is ultimately delivered. It can
be a great challenge to have all these infrastructure elements work together to properly
support the active equipment and allow it to
perform optimally.

• Data Center Solutions Configurator. To

To ensure optimal performance and help data
center managers meet their SLAs, Belden offers
three levels of support for the planning, design,
ordering and installation of physical infrastructure
solutions. They are as follows:

• Data Center Ready Solutions. Belden also

• Do-It-Yourself. Belden’s expertise and a broad

One Enterprise.
One Infrastructure.
One Partner.

portfolio of enclosures, cabling, connectivity,
cable management, air flow monitoring and
management and rack-level power monitoring
and management offerings, give us a strong
understanding of how infrastructure elements
work in a mission-critical data center
environment. By choosing a Belden solution,
systems integrators and contractors can make
confident design and deployment decisions for
bringing these individual elements together
and also readily acquire them through Belden’s
extensive network of Distribution Partners.

assist in the choice of the best product set
and solutions for an infrastructure, Belden
has released a new web-based configurator
that can be found at www.belden.com/
dc-solutions-configurator. This dynamic
tool provides quick, custom configuration of
individual enclosures with product selection
capability in fiber and copper connectivity,
cable management and power distribution units.
A PDF of the bill of materials can be printed
or exported for use in the ordering process.
Once an order is placed, the enclosure is either
pre-configured or appropriately packaged
with passive components and shipped to the
Data Center or partner site where the active
components can be installed and connected.
offers physical infrastructure engineering and
design services for data centers for on-premise
or hosting service providers. Belden’s dedicated
engineering and manufacturing resources
design, build and deliver customized enclosures
that support and optimize the performance
of the specifically chosen active equipment.
The result is a turnkey custom solution — from
design to being rolled out on to the data center
floor. This service takes 100% of the guesswork
out of the design process making it ideal for
data center designers, consultants, system
integrators, facility planners and managers.
The solution offers smart power distribution
units with options for high-density fiber
and copper connectivity coupled with heat
containment which optimizes the active
equipment hosting in a self-contained
environment at the rack unit level.

Data Center Ready Solutions (continued)

Data Center Ready Solutions offer the optimal support
environment customized to specific active equipment.

Pre-terminated fiber and copper systems offer quick deployment, high performance and exact length patching. For
optimum enclosure density, connectivity can be mounted
in zero-U vertical patching.

Patch cords, cable assemblies and power cords
are custom cut to the exact length for easy cable
management and optimal air flow.

The following is a look at just a few of the
many advantages of Belden’s Data Center
Ready Solutions.

• Permits control of deployment methodology

• power distribution units (considering current

Greening of Data Center Deployment

• air flow management, heat containment and

Optimized Integration

• Single-source physical infrastructure solutions
that are designed to work together to support
the optimal performance of the selected
active equipment

• Pre-configured equipment hosting solution with

optimal mix of fiber and copper connectivity,
cable managers, power distribution units along
with air flow management for heat containment

Reduction of Deployment Time and Cost

• Pre-configured, design validated and labeled
enclosures are ready to receive servers or
switches at the specific data center location
(as per the assigned label)

• Use of best-in-class pre-terminated fiber

and copper systems, smart PDUs and active heat
containment allows for fast deployment and
reduced labor costs

Streamlined Logistics

• Simplified coordination of all equipment

hosting related tasks; all passive components
arrive pre-installed

• Designs can be templated and saved,

duplicated and modified for future use

Ease of Standardization

• Single part number ordering for fully configured
solution allows for easy standardization,
specification and ordering and simplifying
supply chain hurdles

across single or multiple sites

• Configured components are pre-installed to

specific requirements, eliminating the need for
individual packaging, thereby reducing waste
disposal of cartons, boxes and plastics

• Consolidated shipping allows efficient packaging
and a reduction in the CO2 footprint

Your Data Center Ready Solution
Belden engineers are ready to work with you to
design your Data Center Ready Solution. Here is a
basic outline of the steps to the solution:
STEP 1
Together with a Belden engineer, a Data Center
Ready Solutions template is completed, defining:

• the active equipment to be supported.
• the data center guidelines for expected
uptime and efficiency performance.

STEP 2
With this information, the Belden engineer
makes a recommendation for the optimal
support environment for the selected solution.
The recommendation may include:

• an enclosure series (considering depth,

height, cable management, security, capacity
and scalability).

• a pre-terminated fiber or copper cabling and
connectivity system (considering density
and performance versus air flow and
management needs).
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and future planning, power monitoring,
security and switching needs).

monitoring equipment (considering power,
thermal and space requirements, and validation
of any obstruction path for air flow).

• cable management options (considering

custom length power and patch cords,
zero-U vertical patching, optimization for
server (blade) deployment).

• placement of these units within the enclosure.
STEP 3
The Belden engineer delivers the design and
adjoining bill of materials.
STEP 4
Once the design is approved and ordered, the units
are manufactured to the agreed upon specifications.
STEP 5
Each unit is identified with a number that relates
to a specific data center position.
STEP 6
The delivery truck is loaded at a Belden
manufacturing site in a logical order to
ensure the most efficient delivery and
deployment at the Data Center.
STEP 7
Designs are stored for future customization
and/or deployment
That’s all it takes to simplify your infrastructure
hosting and planning! Please contact Belden, a
leader in data center infrastructure solutions,
today to start the design process for the optimal
support environment of your active equipment.
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